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LSU student and Crowley native Benjamin Thomas was recently selected as a 2021 Astronaut Scholar by the Astronaut Scholarship Foundation.
Crowley LSU student named 2021 Astronaut Scholar
The master of science in engineering sciences and applied mathematics offers advanced courses in applied mathematics that prepare students for a career as a professional mathematician in, for example, ...
Master's Degree in Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics
Kelly Patterson, a doctoral student in the Civil Engineering Department at The University of Texas at Arlington, has earned a National Science Foundation (NSF) Graduate Research Fellowship.
Civil engineering doctoral student earns National Science Foundation fellowship
John Urschel, a former guard for the Baltimore Ravens who's about to finish his PhD in math at MIT, first fell in love with math when he was 7 or 8, reading The Big Book of Tell Me Why. Now he's on a ...
John Urschel, The Big Book Of Tell Me Why, And The Making Of A Football Star Turned Math Evangelist
Last year, the Indian government allocated $477 million to boost the country's AI ecosystem. India is expected to invest $1 billion in artificial intelligence by 2023, according to a recent report ...
Top AI Courses Launched By Indian Institutions In 2021
Students earning an online engineering bachelor's degree should expect a courseload heavy in advanced mathematics and science. Specific engineering course offerings vary by specialty. For online ...
Online Engineering Bachelor’s Degree
Students who enter Northwestern University with advanced placement credits often find ... bachelor's degree and master's degree simultaneously. Graduates of the engineering sciences and applied ...
Undergraduate Study
Sixteen Palmdale, Highland and Knight high school students explored college and career options via a variety of astronaut training exercises and science, technology, engineering and mathematics activi ...
Considering opportunities in space
Here are 10 scholarships that you can apply for, although keep in mind that conditions might be affected by the pandemic. The Korean government offers full scholarships covering tuition fees and ...
10 K-scholarship options for Malaysian students
The IDEA Laboratory aims to make engineering students more imaginative and creative in addition to imbibing skills of critical thinking, problem-solving, design thinking, collaboration, communication ...
St. Joseph Engineering College in Mangaluru selected for setting up IDEA laboratory
The MEng is a coursework-only degree is designed for students who want to enhance their educational background, but are not interested in doing advanced ... degree in engineering. Exceptional students ...
Master of Engineering (MEng)
TORONTO — Ontario’s Minister of Education, Stephen Lecce, announced the release of a new Grade 9 math course, as part of the province’s four-year mathematics strategy to ensure all s ...
Modernized Math Course Prepares Students for Jobs of the Future and Life Skills
Many U.S. higher educational institutions grant credits or advanced placement based on student performance on AP® exams. This shows this school's student participation and performance on these ...
Middlesex County Academy for Science, Mathematics and Engineering Technologies
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Electrical engineers synthesize science, mathematics ... engineering subjects are studied in the next two years in order to provide a firm foundation for a variety of advanced topics, concentrations, ...
Department of Electrical and Microelectronic Engineering
Chemical engineering Chemical engineers apply the basic principles of chemistry, physics, biology, mathematics and related engineering ... education is designed for exceptional students who want to ...
Engineering degrees
A Filipino student graduated with a perfect grade point average (GPA) from the prestigious Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in Cambridge, Massachusetts in the US. Farrell Eldrian Wu, 20, a ...
Pinoy student graduates with perfect GPA at Massachusetts Institute of Technology
The gift will support automotive and mathematics ... to students to prepare them for the math-intensive engineering programs we offer. Ad “It will help us maintain our recently acquired advanced ...
Eastern Michigan University alum donates $1 million to support mathematics, automotive programs
The federally funded projects aim to advance research and education in climate science and mitigation, the design of “robot swarms,” and more.
Six UB researchers receive prestigious early-career grants
A Gwinnett School of Mathematics ... CTE Student of the Year. She has also earned first-place honors in the robotics and intelligent machines category at the ISEF Regional Science and Engineering ...
GSMST student receives $40,000 scholarship, internship from Amazon
Synthesize science, mathematics, technology, and application-oriented designs into world-class consumer products, timely microprocessors, state-of-the-art computers, advanced electronic ... part of ...
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